Mentoring Program

The purpose of the FEW Mentoring Program is to support the professional development of emerging leaders and to provide a competitively selective mentoring opportunity to those who aspire to become effective leaders and expand their network and skills in their careers. The annual program will begin with the competitive selection of FEW members to participate over 12 months with focused learning objectives, webinars, training sessions, and direct mentorship by senior leaders within the federal government.

Contact Us:
455 Massachusetts Ave NW
P.O. Box 306
Washington, DC 20001
Email: few@few.org
Phone: (202) 898-0994

SOARING TO NEW HEIGHTS

Federally Employed Women works to end sex and gender discrimination, to encourage diversity for inclusion and equity in the workplace, and for the advancement and professional growth of women in federal service.

www.few.org
**MENTEE REQUIREMENTS**

- Active FEW Member of at least 3 years and Current Federal Employee
- Held or holds a Region or Chapter elected or appointed position
- GS-09 thru GS-14 or equivalent

**COVER LETTER**
Signed by Mentee and Chapter President or Region Manager outlining FEW activities.

**PROFESSIONAL RESUME**
No longer than 5 pages.

**COMPLETED APPLICATION**
Submitted with all required documents.

**MENTOR REQUIREMENTS**

- Request for Bio to share with Mentee
- Committed to focused mentorship at least once a month for 6 months
- Committed to assisting with the advancement of women in the federal government

**PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS**

- Focused Professional Development through webinars, speakers, assigned reading, and completion of a project.
- Approximately, 10-12 hours per month of activities
- Paired with Mentor SES or GS-15 (possibly GS-14) may not be within same organization

**PROGRAM TIMELINE**

- **FEB/MAR 2023**
  Mentors Identified

- **APR 1-15 2023**
  Mentee Application Period

- **JUNE 2023**
  Selected/Non-Selected Mentees notified by FEW President

- **FORMAL KICKOFF**
  Mentees announced at 2023 National Training Program

- **GRADUATION**
  Mentees graduate at 2023 National Training Program
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